Making a diagnosis is perhaps the most intellectually challenging task of the physician. Often within minutes or even seconds, experienced physicians manage to narrow the range of possible diseases. While invasive and costly diagnostic procedures are widely debated by researchers and health planners, it is the patient’s history that provides the most important material for this task.1

To a physician making a diagnostic assessment, plenty of information is available, ranging from the patient’s utterances, knowledge of the patient’s history, disease prevalences, visual impression of the patient, and findings from the physical examination. Given the limited capacity of the human brain and that much information is noise,2 physicians can and should process only part of it. But how do they collect, select, and, inevitably, ignore information? When do they stop and when do they continue to collect more?

In medicine, the most influential model of the diagnostic process has perhaps been the hypothetico-deductive method proposed by Elstein and others.3 According to this view, early in the encounter with the patient, physicians form diagnostic hypotheses in their minds. These guide further data collection, which aims at confirmation or disconfirmation of possible explanations for the patient’s problem. This may result in an iterative process of rejection and reformulation hypotheses until an adequate conclusion has been found.4

It remains unclear, however, which processes precede the formulation of the first hypothesis. Once they are entertaining one or more hypotheses, physicians have narrowed the range of possible
explanations from several hundreds, or even thousands, to perhaps 3 or 4 at most. This reduction of uncertainty must be regarded as a considerable achievement, especially in generalist settings, such as primary care or hospital emergency departments.

We have proposed “inductive foraging” to have a central role in the first stage of diagnostic data collection. Inductive foraging refers to an initial open search for information guided by the patient. This stage usually starts with an open prompt by the physician, giving the patient the opportunity to elaborate on his or her problem. It can be terminated by the patient or by the physician interrupting the patient. Inductive foraging is more than the patient stating a presenting complaint. With the diagnostic task represented as the search through an almost infinite problem space, inductive foraging helps define and limit the problem space. It is only the patient who can provide this indispensable initial guidance. For the first time, we here report empirical data about the occurrence of this and related strategies (for the definition and operationalization of strategies, see Table 1 and Figure 1).

Although the initial diagnostic assessment achieved by physicians is important, it is difficult to investigate, resulting in a plethora of discussion and educational statements, but only a few empirical studies of the process itself. We therefore undertook a survey of real-life primary care consultations. Our objective was to explore cognitive strategies used by general practitioners (GPs) for their diagnostic assessment. Based on our data, we propose a phenomenology that has implications for the generalist setting and any other setting where a large number of diagnostic possibilities must be considered.

METHODS

Twelve full-time GPs in the Marburg-Biedenkopf district of Hessen, Germany, were asked to take part in the study and all agreed to participate. We required participants to have been in practice for at least 5 years and to have under- or postgraduate teaching experience.

We covered 3 half-day sessions with each participating GP. Patients were included irrespective of their symptoms or possible diagnoses. Only consultations exclusively planned for nondiagnostic reasons, such as chronic disease monitoring or follow-up for a previously identified problem, were excluded beforehand.

Participating GPs informed each patient about the study and asked for written consent to participate and have his or her consultation video-recorded. GPs were instructed not to address the patient’s presenting complaint(s) at this stage. After consent was obtained, consultations proceeded as usual. Sessions were scheduled so that after each consultation, GPs had sufficient time for a semi-structured interview to explain their diagnostic reasoning. These interviews were also video-recorded. GPs were asked to use the initial utterance by the patient as the starting point of their reflection. GPs elaborated on their first impression and previous knowledge of each patient, as well as diagnostic hypotheses considered.

Recordings of consultations and GP interviews were transcribed verbatim. Transcripts were coded with MAXQDA software for qualitative data analysis. We defined a consultation as containing a diagnostic episode when the patient brought up a new complaint, which resulted in some kind of data collection by the GP, such as taking a history or examining the patient.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive Strategy</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Operationalization</th>
<th>Illustrative Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Inductive foraging                       | The patient is guiding the physician to relevant problem areas. Search of a wide problem space is thus possible (see Figure 1a). This is the only phase controlled by the patient. | Open question or invitation by physician regarding the reason for visit; subsequent time period with patient elaborating spontaneously. Usually occurs at the beginning of the consultation but occasionally marking the beginning of a second diagnostic episode within the same consultation. Terminated either by the patient pausing or suggesting a diagnosis himself or herself or by the physician interrupting, usually with a closed question. | GP: *What brings you here today?*  
Patient: *What I mentioned before; I stop breathing at night.*  
GP: *Yes.*  
Patient: *While I’m sleeping... My wife says, when it happens, it happens several times, and it takes 30 seconds until after she has given me a kick, until I start breathing again.*  
GP: *Are you snoring?*  
[continued below “hypothesis testing”] (0310-P) |
| Descriptive questioning                  | Physician obtains descriptions of symptoms or problems. Phase controlled by physician. | Closed questions aiming at descriptions of a symptom or problem already mentioned by the patient.                                                                                                                     | GP: *And where, exactly, do you feel the pain?* (0212-P) |
| Triggered routines                       | Physician obtains information on problem area becoming relevant because of symptom or problem mentioned by patient (see Figure 1b). Phase controlled by physician. | Closed questions, exploring a problem area, such as an organ system. Triggered by symptoms mentioned by the patient. Formal clinical prediction rules also fulfill this definition. | [Patient complaining of diarrhea]  
GP: *Blood in your stool?*  
Patient: *No.*  
GP: *Do you feel sick? Vomiting?*  
Patient: *Not really, but I feel a bit funny—not all the time though... And there was a loud noise in my tummy last night, but that’s gone now.*  
GP: *OK, any temperature?*  
Patient: *No, I didn’t take it.* (0301-P) |
| Hypothesis testing                       | Physician evaluates defined hypotheses (diseases) potentially explaining the patient’s problem. Following the space metaphor, this corresponds to deep digging for findings or abnormalities specifically associated with hypothesis (Figure 1c). Phase controlled by physician. | Closed questions related to a specific disease, aiming at confirmation or disconfirmation. Hypothesis either explicitly mentioned in interview or questions asked relate to a specific disease as assessed by a medically trained coder. | GP: *Are you snoring? Has your wife mentioned that you snore?*  
Patient: [always answers in the affirmative]  
GP: *How do you feel when you get up in the morning? Tired? Exhausted?*  
Patient: . . .  
GP: *You are saying, when you sit comfortably, you easily fall asleep... There is a possibility that you have sleep apnea.* (0310-P) |

GP, general practitioner.
Drawing from previously published work, we developed a coding tree composed of categories describing GPs’ diagnostic reasoning and data-collecting behavior (available upon request). Extensive discussion in our group and several iterative loops of coding and modification of the coding tree resulted in operational definitions of categories. After completing this phase, we tested the reliability of our coding procedure on 3 consultations and 3 interviews, all randomly selected. Two blinded independent raters double-coded the material with high reliability, resulting in a weighted mean of 84% agreement. Remaining discrepancies in coding were resolved by discussion with senior members of the research team.

To quantify the yield of cognitive strategies, we identified all verbal and nonverbal diagnostic cues presented by patients. A cue is any piece of information made available to the GP, either spontaneously or during questioning. Nonverbal cues were usually GPs’ visual impressions and findings from the physical examination. For this kind of analysis, we selected a random sample of 5 consultations from each practice, including GP interviews \( (n = 58) \). In one practice, where only 3 consultations were included, we analyzed all consultations in this manner.

Each item of diagnostic information gathered by the GP during the first diagnostic episode of a consultation was coded irrespective of whether it was obtained spontaneously or in response to a closed question. Information modifying a previous cue in a relevant way, such as the quality of pain or specific triggers causing a symptom, was counted as a separate cue. We could thus quantify to what degree different strategies contributed to the information acquired from each patient. For each strategy, we report frequency of occurrence within the consultation, including 95% confidence intervals.

Two authors (ND-B and GG) developed the general design of the study. Details of the study protocol, such as recruitment and data collection and analysis, were discussed by the entire study team. Two authors (MV and AW) collected data in participating practices and lead interviews with GPs, and 2 qualified physicians (JS, AMS) coded and analyzed the text material. They were directly supervised by ND-B and SB. Selected text passages were discussed by the entire team, which included researchers with medical (ND-B, JS, AMS, SB, MV) and cognitive psychology (WG, MAF, OW, AW, GG) backgrounds. ND-B is the guarantor for this work. The study obtained ethical approval by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Medicine, University of Marburg (39/2010).

RESULTS

Participating GPs and Patients

Of 12 participating GPs, 5 were female. On average, they were 53 years old and had been in primary care practice for 21 years (for details, see Table 2). After the exclusion of consultations with technically unsatisfactory recordings and/or without diagnostic content, 134 consultations with 163 diagnostic episodes were available for analysis (see flowchart in Figure 2; for patients’ characteristics, see Table 3 and Suppl. Table SA). Practices contributed between 3 and 16 consultations with diagnostic content. Their average duration was 9 minutes 59 seconds (range, 2 minutes 45 seconds to 28...
Inductive Foraging

Inductive foraging (i.e., the initial search guided by the patient) could be identified in 122 (91%) consultations (for definition and operationalization of strategies, see Table 1 and Figure 1). In 5 of the remaining 12 cases, the beginning of the consultation was not recorded for technical reasons. Inductive foraging is thus likely to occur even more frequently. The median duration of this phase was 34 seconds (range, 6–176 seconds). Inductive foraging took a proportion of 14.6% (median) of diagnostic episodes (range, 1.7%–93.1%). See online supplemental material for the effect of practice and presenting symptoms (Suppl. Table SD and SE).

Triggered Routines and Descriptive Questions

We identified an intermediate stage in the diagnostic process in which GPs explored a limited problem area. GPs consistently used these “triggered routines” for identical symptoms (see Table 1 and Figure 1 for definitions of strategies). This strategy was observed in 62 (38%) of 163 diagnostic episodes.

GPs asked descriptive questions in 137 (84%) diagnostic episodes. A physical examination was conducted in 120 (89%) consultations.

In diagnostic episodes beginning without inductive foraging, GPs started with testing a hypothesis derived from previous encounters or from information obtained by receptionists.

In 70 (57%) cases, inductive foraging ended by the GP interrupting the patient, usually by asking a closed question. In 6 consultations, there was a return to inductive foraging at a later stage.

GPs employed several tactics to support patients in their foraging for complaints and symptoms; paraphrasing, verbal prompts, and nonverbal encouragements were the most frequently used.
Hypothesis Testing

Collecting information confirming or disconfirming specific diseases is the hallmark of the hypothetico-deductive method. However, GPs used this strategy in only 63 of 163 diagnostic episodes (39%).

Relative Contribution of Cognitive Strategies

Occurrence and duration of the aforementioned strategies differed by GP and consultation. In the subsample of consultations analyzed quantitatively by diagnostic cues, inductive foraging contributed an average of 31% of diagnostic cues presented in each consultation/episode. Only 12% of cues were obtained by hypothesis testing (see Table 4).

DISCUSSION

In our study of 134 consultations, we found that GPs use inductive foraging, triggered routines, and hypothesis testing for the diagnostic evaluation of their patients. In this primary care sample, the contribution of focused hypotheses testing was limited, whereas the more open strategies, such as inductive foraging, descriptive questions, or triggered routines, contributed the majority of diagnostic cues obtained by GPs.

How to Explain the Limited Reliance on Hypothesis Testing: Adaptive Cognitive Strategies

It may be surprising that GPs organized their information search using specific hypotheses in only 39% of consultations and obtained an average of 12% of cues this way. However, this behavior can be understood as an adaptation to the primary care work environment.

The hypothetico-deductive approach requires awareness of at least 1 defined hypothesis and subsequently selected tests (mostly items from the history) confirming or disconfirming the hypothesis. If several hypotheses are entertained, cues have to be evaluated with regard to each hypothesis. This procedure is cognitively extremely demanding and, with several hypotheses evaluated simultaneously, perhaps unachievable. In contrast, individuals in complex and uncertain environments have repeatedly been shown to employ fast and frugal strategies adapted to their setting. Inductive foraging and triggered routines seem to be appropriate strategies to search the problem space without premature restriction. With inductive foraging, GPs are especially receptive to patients leading them to areas of concern. Focused hypothesis testing as a cognitively more demanding strategy is used only if relevant information is still lacking. In most consultations, GPs apparently regard information obtained by open strategies as sufficient. Moreover, an early switch to hypothesis testing restricts the range of possible explanations to those explicitly considered by the GP. Once the GPs decide to evaluate specific hypotheses, they inevitably control the communication with the patient by asking closed questions. At that stage, the patient will then only mention cues regarded as relevant and asked for by the GP.

Although physicians may already think of specific diseases at the inductive foraging and triggered routine stages, hypotheses are not required for information searches at this point. We suggest that collecting data according to specific hypotheses should be suspended at these stages. Otherwise, GPs will interrupt the patient prematurely, take control of communication, and inordinately restrict the range of possible explanations.

Comparison with the Literature

In their seminal study, Elstein and others showed that hypotheses form early in the minds of physicians taking a history from a patient and guide subsequent data gathering. The contribution of
hypothesis testing in this study may have been somewhat inflated by the laboratory setting.

Ridderikhoff\textsuperscript{11,12} analyzed primary care practitioners’ diagnostic processes. He already observed that hypothesis testing was rare and felt that searching for data served the purpose of evoking further hypotheses rather than testing them.

Heneghan and others\textsuperscript{7} suggested that diagnostic reasoning starts with an initiation stage, followed by a refinement stage. They included the inductive foraging stage under the heading of “presenting complaint.” However, our recordings of consultations show that inductive foraging at this stage produces much richer data than the presenting complaint itself. The strategies that Heneghan and others\textsuperscript{7} proposed for the refinement stage (e.g., restricted rule-outs or stepwise refinement) could not be reliably identified in our sample of GPs who were not previously primed to use these categories.

Routines are often mentioned negatively as a fallback tool for the inexperienced\textsuperscript{13} or as a strategy for mature physicians to gain time.\textsuperscript{14,15} Instead, we postulate a positive role for triggered routines and descriptive questions: they help explore areas of interest that emerge during the consultation when data collection guided by specific hypotheses would unnecessarily reduce the problem space.

**Strengths and Weaknesses**

Our research differs from most published work in this field in that we investigated real patient-physician encounters. We included consultations concerning any symptom or disease occurring in primary care. The results thereby reflect processes being used across the entire spectrum of patients’ problems. The sample is purposely biased toward experienced practitioners and those actively involved in teaching, thus enabling us to obtain in-depth accounts of experienced GPs’ reasoning. However, it is unlikely that cognitive processes among our convenience sample are relevantly different from the population of primary care physicians.

Despite our efforts to preserve the natural character of the setting studied, video recordings and interviews presumably interfered with GPs’ behavior and accounts. From informal feedback and our own impressions, we learned that sometimes GPs were more active, pursuing more hypotheses and collecting more information than usual. As a result, the frequency of hypothesis testing is perhaps overestimated in our study.

The differentiation between cognitive strategies was not always clear. Determining whether a question asked by the GP should be understood as triggered routine or hypothesis evaluation was sometimes difficult. We iteratively developed clear definitions for the concepts studied, resulting in a concise format (see Table 1). This, together with extensively training medically qualified observers, led to a high reliability of our data analysis. We thus avoided more invasive probing of whether a specific hypothesis was entertained at a certain point in time or not. This would have interfered with GPs’ reasoning to an unacceptable degree. We report cues obtained by the physical examination separately, although this is not a specific cognitive strategy. Physical examination in primary care is always focused, usually consists of a fixed sequence of acts, and thus resembles triggered routines. On the other hand, GPs may have been influenced by specific hypotheses at this stage of the diagnostic episode. Similar considerations apply to investigations or referral (see Suppl. Appendix C). When GPs asked questions while they examined the patient, these verbal expressions were coded accordingly.

Although the quantitative investigation of cues obtained by GPs is a major strength of our study, we could only evaluate their number, not their relevance. One can surmise that cues obtained by triggered routines or hypothesis testing were more important for the diagnosis than those provided during inductive foraging.

Physicians use a broad spectrum of mental processes to assess what is wrong with their patients. Our study had to concentrate on a limited number of aspects, leaving open how physicians construct patterns of findings obtained\textsuperscript{16} or how emotions, gut feelings, or other nonanalytical strategies factor into the process.\textsuperscript{17,18} However, we provide a phenomenology of how GPs organize their information search during consultation. We regard our combination of observed GPs’ behavior and subsequent reflective interviews as a valid way to triangulate findings on a difficult research topic. Moreover, the large number of consultations allowed for the quantitative estimation of strategies used by GPs.

**CONCLUSION**

Based on our analysis of 134 consultations by experienced practitioners, we propose the sequence of inductive foraging, descriptive questioning, triggered routines, and deductive testing as strategies...
adapted to primary care and other generalist settings. This phenomenology clarifies the stages preceding and often replacing the testing of specific diagnostic hypotheses.

Our findings also have implications for teaching. Feedback and examination formats tend to be biased toward hypothesis testing and a directive style of inquiry.19–21 The concepts derived from our study may motivate clinical teachers to encourage the use of a broader array of strategies.

By allowing the patient to control the initial data collection process and taking control only at later stages, GPs adapt to a setting with multiple diagnostic possibilities. “Inductive foraging” not only eases the patient’s sense of distress but is essential to define the diagnostic problem space.5 The worlds of patient-centered medicine and diagnostic reasoning can thereby be reconciled.
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